Follow the rules for a safe shopping:

- Keep a safe distance
- Avoid close contact with people
- Avoid gatherings
- Cover nose and mouth while coughing and sneezing
- Do not touch eyes, nose or mouth with your hands
- Use the lift ONLY in case of real need
- Use the escalators
- Wash your hands regularly or sanitize them through the special distributors inside the Centre
- Do not touch the, reuse or share your belongings

Your health is important, your help is precious.

Discounts from 30% to 70% all year

FoxTown Factory Stores is the paradise of shopping
150 stores 250 prestigious brands

FOXTOWN FACTORY STORES
Via Angelo Maspoli 18
MENDRISIO SWITZERLAND

WWW.FOXTOWN.COM   Info: +41 848 828 888

Download FoxTown App for exclusive privileges.